North East Regional Employers’ Organisation
Support, Develop, Advise

“Making it Our Business”
A Commercial Awareness Programme
for Operational Managers
This modular programme is offered by NEREO to operational managers in
public services to support them in becoming more commercially aware when
looking for opportunities to trade their service both internally and outside the
organisation.
There are six modules, which take four days to complete. These can be
delivered in-house, as and when it suits your organisation. They are:



Trading and Marketing in Public Services - Day 1 AM



Negotiation Skills - Day 1 PM



Practical Project Management - Day 3



How to Write a Commercial Business Case– Day 2



Customer Relations - Day 4 AM



Planning and Delivering Commercial Activity - Day 2 PM,,
Day 4 PM

The programme is flexible and can be adapted to meet the needs of your
organisation.
All of the workshops in the suite consist of a mixture of current theory and
practical exercises to apply key learning.
A full suite of document templates and toolkit materials are available to each
attendee at the end of each programme and e-learning modules are under
development.
North East Regional Employers’ Organisation
Guildhall
Quayside
Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 3AF
Phone: 0191 2495874
E-mail: mokeefe@nereo.gov.uk

Trading and Marketing Public Services
This half-day module introduces managers to the role of trading and entrepreneurship
in a public service environment and some fundamental principles of marketing.
On completing this module participants should have an understanding of the prerequisites and priorities for an entrepreneurial approach to trading public services in
order to generate income.
Using interactive exercises and group discussion participants will be able to focus on
their own priorities from the following themes:


Why trade? Rationale for trading; rules and responsibilities; types of trading
activity; impact of trading on services; risks



Developing an Understanding of the Market. What services to offer; finding
customers; how to go to market; using social media. Working with the internal
Marketing service



Costs and Pricing strategies— full cost recovery; direct and indirect costs;
profitability; demand



Bidding and Tendering



Types of opportunity; Capacity; Collaboration; Terminations; Competition; Will we
succeed? How and where to seek help.



Risk — balancing creativity and risk; types of risk



Customer focus—Service Offer Design; Service Quality; Competitiveness

Negotiation Skills
This half-day module will help managers to understand what negotiation is, and is not,
in the business world. It will give them practical skills to enable them to prepare for a
negotiation scenario, weighing up variables and anticipating challenges along the
way.
The skills learnt will not only be useful when working outside the organisation but can
also be applied to internal negotiation (and even maybe at home!)
The session will cover:


Knowing the difference between Negotiation, Persuasion and Influence and
when to use each



The different types of negotiation and choosing the right one



Getting the fundamentals right, such as processes and variables, trading
concessions and money matters.



Preparation



Tools and techniques for a successful negotiation



Getting the relationship right – building rapport and managing one’s own
behaviour

Practical Project Management
This one-day learning module will provide participants with the project
management approach and governance arrangements that will help any project
in becoming successful.
The approach allows flexibility by being both pragmatic and robust enough to
cover all typical change management projects. This flexibility is essential to the
success of all projects.
There will be a guide containing Tools and Methods which will be referred to and
accessed throughout the day and current in-house systems will be utilised, e.g. the
job-costing system.
The session will focus on:


Project Management Approach



Sponsorship



Benefits Realisation



Developing Financial Savvy



Monitoring and Measuring



Teamwork



Tools and Techniques



Documentation

How to Write a Commercial Business Case
The “Writing a Business Case” half-day module utilises proven local government
MSP and Prince 2 based business case templates, as well as the organisation’s own
(where available), practical best practice guidelines, and checklists for developing
an effective business case.
The session will take the attendees through:



What is a Business case



What should the Business case contain



Developing a Business case



Development path of the Business Case



Reviewing the Business Case



Managing the Business Case



Responsibilities for Business Case Management.

Customer Relations
The half-day Customer relations module provides guidance on how companies
promote customer satisfaction and, moreover, loyalty. This involves understanding
who the customer is, how to manage communications with customers, particularly
customer questions and complaints, and how to resolve disputes amicably. The
ultimate goal of customer relations programs is to build long-term relationships—
those in which the customer keeps buying the product or service and
recommending it to others. By attending the session the attendee will gain a working
knowledge of the importance of engagement, communication and building
working relationships with customers.
Content:
 Who are we producing the outcomes and outputs for?
 Defining who is the customer - internal and external
 How do we know when a customer is satisfied with what we are providing
 And dealing with the dissatisfied customer
 The voice of the customer and listening to the customer
 Strategies for improving customer relations
 Building customer loyalty

The companies that provide good customer relations are those that have made it a
priority throughout the organisation to put processes in place that benefit the
customer.

Planning and Delivering Commercial Activity
Planning Your Commercial Activity


Discuss your commercial activity



Establish what will be delivered



Identify potential timescales



Documentation – making paperwork relevant

Delivering Your Commercial Activity


Present an outline business case for your commercial activity



Receive constructive feedback from your peer group



Discuss challenges to the success of your commercial activity

